the observations of distant clusters. The
MT, a swing of 0.9 to 0.8 arcsec and a
sampling of 0.15 arcseclplxei made the
separation of falnt stellar-like objects
from galaxies rather easy up to R = 22.
To achieve good photometry in R and I,
and obtain a spectrum far In the red,
It was important to use the THCCD
because It has low noise and no fringing In I.
Resub on these clusters are still
very preliminary. A colour-magnitude
diagram of the cluster at z- 0.75,
cleaned for stars and foreground objects, Is presented in Figure 4. It shows
that the R-l colours of red objects are
somewhat bluer than if there were no
evolution and that the blue-to-red ratio
la of the order of 1, both properties
suggesting that evolution has been detected (see dso in Fig. 4 the rather low
4000 8( break amplitude in the spectrum
of the first ranked object). However, the
interpwhtlon cannot be so crude for at
least two reasons. First, the estimate of
the real extent of the contarnlnation by
background and remaining foreground
objects without multislit spectroscopy is
0
0.5
1
1.5
very uncertain, and, second, we do not
COLOUR I?-1
know if this cluster is reprewntative or
very pecullar, as it was detected by the
figure 4: A dour-tnagnkude diagmm of a duster at z 0.75. We Iind that the blue fraction of
objects is WIY hi@?and that the red objects am slighHy bluer than in the abenm3 of evolution. pmence of an 'Itradsteep
~ h e s eresuits should be tdan with w e , ~n particular h u s e the aontaminat~by fie~d 'adto source.
The trends presented here may be
objects k very wrcew2rrln. In the left corner Is the 4000 d break of the first nnked object.
guldetines for a larger programme. Observing falnt clusters of galaxies to investigate morphological and photometearlier, possibly In high density peaks of degree of activity later would corre- ric evolution was one of the objectives
the initial density distribution. In other spond to a stow growing fluctuation. of the wlde-fidd camera of the Hubble
words,a cluster wlth a high population These are the general ideas at this ob- Space Telescope (GTO Observing programme, October 1985). Frontier results
of elliptical galaxies may have had high servational stage.
activity In the past, burning most of the
The use of the MT, EFOSC 2 and a should be within reach of the NIT and
gas, while a cluster found with a high Thornson CCD are very Important for EMMl wlth a low nolse CCD.
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High-Resolution Imaging of Globular Cluster Cores
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Practically all of ground-based astronomy can beneftt from improved
angular resolution. Whereas specialized
techniques exist (e.g., speckle) or are
being developed (e.g., optical interferometry), they are often limited in field
size and/or by the available signal level.
A significant fraction of optical work relies on CCD irnagwy of fields of several
arcmin, and wHI probably continue to do
so for quite some time. Recent advances in telescope technology (the
ESO NlT being Ute foremost example),
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careful selection of telescope sites, etc.,
can do a lot to Improve the seelnp. But
once the hardware is firmly In place, and
the data are taken, the only way to Improve the resolution Is by some Image
d ~ n v o l u t l o ntechnique. Posslbly the
best among them Is the Maximum En-

obsevatories. Here we illustrate just
such an approach to data taken at ESO
as a part of our 3udy of globular cluster
cores. There is hardly a more cmwdd
scene than the vmy centre of a postcore-collapse cluster, such as
M30 =NGC 7099.

tropy Method.
A combination of good seeing data
and a powerful and relfable seejng deconvolution technique may achieve results from the ground which were once
believed to be reserved for space-based

The primary scientific motivation for
our study is the discovery of colour and
population gradients In the clusters
which show the characteristic postcore-collapse morphology (Piotto, King,
and Djorgovski, 1988; Djorgovski,

Old and new images of the collapsed core of M30. and their MaxEnt restorations. The field shown is about 13 arcsec square, with north at the
top and east to the left.Clockwise from top left:(8)An R-band image obtained in 1.2 arcsec seeing at the ESO 2.2-m telescope, from P i o h et
al. ( I $88). MaxEnt deconwlution of the image shown in (4. (c) An I-band image obtained in 0.5a r c s seeing at the ESO N I T Note the
excellent cwrespondmce between the stars resolved In tha reconstructed image (b) and this one. This comparison establishes the reliability of
the deconvdution method. (d) MaxEnt deconvolution of the image shown in (c). The effective "seeing" in this image is about 0.t -0.2 8rcsec.
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Piotto, and Wng, 1988: Bailyn et al.,
1989). The gradients are always in the
sense of becoming bluer inwards, which
is the opposite of what may be expected
from seeing and crowding effects, and
they occur In post-core-collapse, but
not in King-model-type, clusters. This
effect was confirmed by Djorgovski,
Plotto, and Mallen-Omelas (1991), and
Djorgovskl et al. (1991). Detailed star
counts (which are of course limited by
the seehg near the cluster centres Indicate that the primary cause of the colour
gradients Is the difference In radial dis-

tribution of red giants and subgiants,
and horizontal branch stars. It is also
possible that there is an increase towards the centre of some population of
faint, blue objects, perhaps blue stragglers (Auriire et al., 1990).
Since the phenomenon Is clearly confined to clusters with the post-core-collapse morphology, It Is likely a consequence of stellar Interactions during and
after the core collapse. Apparently, dynamical evolution of star cIusters can
physically modify their stellar populations. Theoretical attempts to under-
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stand the orlgin of gradients have been
unsucxessful so far (Djorgovski et al..
1991). Binaries seem most likely to be
part of the ultimate explanation of this
phenomenon. The process may also be
important for the formation of binary and
millisecond pulsars In globular clusters.
In any case, the key to understanding
thfs phenomenon must be in the nature
of stellar populations near the cluster
centres. This calls for a substantial increase in angular resolution.
To perform our image restorations,
we have implemented a shdt which

utilizes the Gull-Skjlllng (1989) MEMSYS-3 package of routines for maximum entropy (MaxEnt) reconstnrction
of arbiiary sets of data. The new MEMSYS-3 code, and our extensions to it,
represent a significant improvement
over previous MaxEnt implementations
(Weir and Djorgovski, 1991).
A recent application of this system
Includes restorations of €SO images of
the mysterious obi& R136 In the core
of the 30 Doradus nebula (Weir et al.,
i491). An especially useful feature of
this software is that It allows one to
solve for a restored image at subpixel
spatial scales, if the SM is high enough.
Thls abHity facltitates the detecfion of
very high resolution structure in the restored image which otherwise migM not
be apparent due to the large pixel size of
#e original data From simulated images and double blind tests, we have
never found the method to introduce
Structure at subpixel scales when it did
not a ~ t u ~ lexist.
l y To restore to such
levels, one must be able to adequately
Interpolate the point spread function
(PSF) at the subplxel level. We typidly
use a PSF determined by the stellar
photometry programme Daophot, which
achieves a three U r n higher than nominal sampllng estimate of the PSF by
forming a composite of stars from the
image of interest.
The pictures in Figure 1 are of images
obtained (a) on the ESO 2.2-m telescope in
1.2 arcsec seeing, Ib) its
mtoratlon, (c) an image obtained on the
NTT in 0.5 aresec seeing, and (d) its
restoration. Thls data set provides an
excelleat means of assessing the power
and validity of our deconvolution
method by providing us with an estimate of "the tnrth" (the NIT image) by
which to judge the rest~mtlonof the
poorer quality data (a). We were pleased
to find very high cop~espondsnce.Virtually alt of the maxima in restomtion @),
even those which may appear on the
surface to be ringing artifacts or noise,
actually have counterparts in the inde
pendently derived image (c). The faint
f u ~ or
y filamentary structures in @) are
typically how the algorithm represents
two or more fainter point swrces which
it is unable to clearly resolve in the orlginal data. We can thus reliably detect
stars at teast a magnitude fainter than
was*possible in the unprocessed data.
From our determination of the power
and accuracy of the first restoration, we
are able to estimate the degme of resolution and rellabillty in the deconvolutlon
of the MT data. We estimate that we
are able to reliably distinguish and resolve binaries of equal Intensity down to
the separatlona of 0.2 amec or lower
throughout the Image. The oblong nature of some of the objects in (d) indi-
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cates that we are beginning to reach
some fundamental limits in resolution,
probably due to our Inabiljty to form a
pmcise enough estimate of the PSF for
all parts of the image. The PSF has been
determined in the outer parts of the
2!5x2!5 image where the crowding is
still quite severe, and the profile of fhe
brightest and most isolated stars can
Mll be contaminated by faint objects.
Nonethdees, virtually all of the maxima
detected in (d) are easily identlflahle
(with the pmwr stretch) in image (c).
The principal benefit of deconvolution is
in deblending the most crowded
groups, to gain a better indication of the
number and location of objects In the
Image.
The next step in our analysis Is to
construct colour-magnitudedlagms In
the cluster centre region, and compare
them wlth those at larger radli. The
pbtometrlc results of MaxEnt restoratlons have long been known to be
blased In the downward direction. We
have found that this degree of bias can
b8 reasonably modeled through Mont~
Carlo slmul~ons,providing the posslbility of statistically corredng for this
effact In the Image. We preferohowever,
the following approach. Glvm that
MaxEnt does an excellent job of object
ddectibn and separation, we use the
restored image as a hlgh-resolution
"finding chart" by which to locate and
obtain first estimate of the position and
flux ofall objects In the Image. Next, one
feeds these estimates into a least
squares PSF flttlng package, e.g., Daophot or Romaphot, to obtain unblased
steltar photometry fmm the original lower resolution images. We have only begun to experiment wW this hybrid approach, but the results appear qulte
prornlsing.
Whlle we will not be able to achieve

the resolution possible wlth speckle

methods for Mght objects, we do not
thlnk we have yet reached the maxlrnurn
possible resolution attainable via dlrect
imaging and subsequent deconvolution:
in fact we are still largely limited by pixel
size. Because of the large field of view
and tong integrations possible with direct Imaging, we bdieve that sophisticated new restoration methods have
real promisefor providing resolutionand
depth previously thought achievable
only from ovtslde the earth's atmosphere, perhaps at the level of 0.1 arcsec for a broad range of objects.
This work was supported In part by an
NSF graduate fellowship (PIW), ESO
(QP), and the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation
and NASA grant NAGS-1173 (SD).
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IAU Working Group on Photography
On October 29-30, j990, the IAU
Working Group on Photwraphy (within
IAU Commlsslon 9: Instruments) met at
the ESO Headquain Garding. It
was the second time a meeting of this
group took place at ESO; last time was
in 1978 white the ESO Telescope Division was still located at CERN.
Much has happened within the field of
astronomicat photography during the
past 12 years. CCOs have taken over at
many tele~copesand to some It may
perhaps appear that photography is on
its way out of astronomy. However, this
is certainly not yet true. Photography Is

still unequalled when wide fields are obw e d at high spatial rmolution, 1.s.
whenever areas covering more than a
few thousand pixels square are involved. Moreover, the ease of storage
and data retrieval from photographical
plates should not be underestlmtgd,
while the possibility of future digitalIration of sky surveys (to provide easy
computer access to the information) is a
most Interesting development. It shwld
of course also be kept in mlnd that not
all obmatorim have the necessary
means to aoquira state-of-the-art
CCDs. For them, photographic obswa-

